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                FIRST EVALUATION BANK 

-> Vocabulary:         
                  :: Unit 4.3 - The Power of Oil :: 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

Earth, ball-shaped map of earth is a __________. 1. 

(D)  rule (C)  octagon (B)  globe 

 

(A) line     

 

 

Rotted, decomposed is _____________. 2. 

(D)  grow (C)  decayed (B)  improve (A)  fresh  

Dealing with electricity is _____________. 3. 

(D)  electrical (C)  water (B)  dull (A)  manual  

Substances burned to make heat or power are _________. 4. 

(D)  ruin (C)  damage (B)  cancel (A)  fuels  

We use __________ in our social studies class. 5. 

(D)  nature 

 

 

 

 

(C)  globe (B)  life (A)  shapes  

She removed her _____________ tooth.  6. 

(D)  perfect (C) straight (B)  molar (A)  decayed  

We use many ______________ machines nowadays. 7. 

(D)  cassette  (C)  electrical (B)  stamp (A)  book  

Petrol is one of the __________ we use every day.  8. 

(D)  food (C)  juice (B)  fuels (A)  deny  

My wish is to travel round the __________. 9. 

(D)  globe (C)  marshes (B)  bridge (A)  river  

I have a ____________ tooth that really hurts. 10. 

(D)  ideal (C)  good (B)  best (A)  decayed  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 
       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

 

 

-> Vocabulary:         
            :: Unit 4.5 - At Home in the Coral Reef :: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

What is coral or sand right under the water’s surface called? 1. 

(D)  island (C)  land (B)  forest 

 

(A) reef  

 

 

Easily broken is ____________. 2. 

(D)  firm (C)  tough (B)  brittle (A)  strong  

Areas with homes and stores near a city is ____________. 3. 

(D)  desert (C)  region (B)  borders (A)  suburbs  

Water moving in one direction is ____________. 4. 

(D)  lagoon (C)  pool (B)  current (A)  pond  

What do you call when two people work together? 5. 

(D)  partnership 

 

 

(C)  hostiles (B)  foes (A)  enemies  

Column (2)  Column (1) 

   fuels) (A 
 

1)        

decayed) (B 
 

2)               

globe) C( 
 

3)                  

(D) electrical  
 

4)          
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Finally or “after a while” means _____________.  6. 

(D)  immediately (C)  now (B)  never (A)  eventually  

The chair was old and ____________. 7. 

(D)  hard (C)  brittle (B)  durable (A)  flexible  

My aunt lives in ___________.  8. 

(D)  arenas (C)  zones (B)  backyard (A)  suburbs  

What is a flow of water? 9. 

(D)  clay (C)  sand (B)  current (A)  wood  

My friends and I worked in _________________. 10. 

(D)  partnership (C)  isolation (B)  opposition (A)  division  

After a long race, he _____________ won. 11. 

(D)  shortly (C)  eventually (B)  urgently (A)  directly  

 

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 
       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

  brittle) (A 
 

1)       

partnership) (B 
 

2)              

current) C( 
 

3)               

coral D)(  4)               

(E) suburbs  
 

5)         
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-> Vocabulary:         

        :: Unit 5.3 - Exploring the Undersea Territory :: 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

Ships or large boats are ___________. 1. 

(D)  submarine (C)  jet ski (B)  vessels 

 

(A) tanks 

 

 

worth a lot of money 2. 

(D)  barren (C)  valuable (B)  empty (A)  poor  

length of time, span 3. 

(D)  begin (C)  start (B)  future (A)  period  

Recording or writing down an item or event is ________________. 4. 

(D)  documenting (C)  check (B)  silence (A) print  

guessed, approximated  5. 

(D)  maintain 

 

 

 

 

(C)  estimated (B)  certain (A)  know  

The ___________ will reach the port tomorrow.  6. 

(D)  bicycle (C)  train (B)  car (A)  vessels  

She is wearing a _____________ ring. 7. 

(D)  basic (C)  valuable (B)  fake (A)  old  

She was in a hospital for a long __________.  8. 

(D)  period (C)  tour (B)  run (A)  duty  

He wrote a book ______________ his school life. 9. 

(D)  scan (C)  browse (B) documenting (A)  quiet  

We ____________ that it will take one hour to finish the test. 10. 

(D)  avoid (C) estimated (B)  stop (A)  prove  

What do sea-going sailors travel in? 11. 

(D)  helicopter (C)  van (B)  truck (A)  vessels  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 
       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

 

-> Vocabulary:         
             :: Unit 5.4 - Me and Uncle Romie :: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  

  

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

a meal cooked outdoors over an open fire 1. 

(D)  piece (C)  barbecue (B)  treat 

 

(A) frozen 

 

 

very tall buildings 2. 

(D)  skyscrapers (C)   lodge (B)  cabin (A)  hut  

large group of people or animals 3. 

(D)  band (C)  swarms (B)  crew (A)  squad  

hit or moved with a quick movement 4. 

(D)  flicked (C)  grab (B)  catch  (A)  drawn  

picture made by pasting paper, fabric or metal on a surface 5. 

(D)  method 

 

 

 

 

(C)  system (B)  order (A)  collage  

walking proudly  6. 

(D)  humble (C) strutting (B)  modest (A)  shy  

full of beauty and wonder 7. 

(D)  vile (C)  terrible (B)  glorious (A)  nasty  

Column (2)  Column (1) 

  esselsv )(A 
 

1)       

documenting) (B 
 

2)              

lealuabv) C( 
 

3)               
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I enjoy eating hotdogs and burgers at a _____________.  8. 

(D)  passage (C)  court (B)  street (A)  barbecue  

You must go to big cities to see the _______________. 9. 

(D)  skyscrapers (C)  village (B)  mountain (A)  nature  

__________ of people rushed to the beach. 10. 

(D)  Pride (C) Swarms (B)  Troop (A)  Herd  

We saw a ___________ sunset at the beach. 11. 

(D)  horrid (C)  awful (B)  glorious (A)  weird  

There are ___________ of bees in the tree. 12. 

(B)  flock (A)  litter (C)  pack (A)  swarms  
 

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 
       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

 

 

May Allah guide you!                                         5th English Language Teachers 

 

                                                  THE END 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

  msswar )(A 
 

1)        

skyscrapers) (B 
 

2)               

barbecue) C( 
 

3)                  

(D) strutting  
 

4)          


